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ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT 

Real gas effects on shock-tube performgnae 
athigh shmkstrengths 

J. L. Stollery* 

Calculationa have beenmade to find the flaw conditions behind shock 
waves inargon-free air of strengths Ms =U/al up to about 35. The 
tables used are baned on the currently accepted value for the aissooiation 
energy of nitrogen of 9.758 e.v. per molecule, and are for equilibrium 
oonaitions. 

Two cases only have been considered, namely:- 

(i) P, t $ atm, T, I 290% 

(ii) P, = isIn, 100 T1 = 290%. 

The driving conditions needed to prcduce suoh strong shook8 have been 
calculated assuming "ideal" byclrogen (y P 1.4l) to be the driving gas. 

In conclusion, the test conditions available through expanding the 
flow behind the shook are presented Par an e-ion ratio of 225 and the 
question of flight similation is discusseb 

. 

* Department of Aeronautios, Imperial College. This workwas dcole 
whilst noting as vacation consultant atR.A.E. during July-August 1957. 
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1 Inixduction 

For shock strengths 
important and fcu. b$, > 6, 

Ms > 3 realgas effects beccme koreasingly 
perfeot gas results are of little value. 

Calmlations using real @s tables have been made by mar~l authors, e.g. 
refs. 2, 3 (incorreot tables), 4, 5, 6 (corrected tables). 

The c-cted 
9 

lesl permit cal&tion up to real gas temperatures 
of 15,OOOoK andwocds has usea these to calculate the R.A.E. shook tube 
perfomanoe up to a real efls temperature T2 of 8,OOOoK. In this note, 
the higher temperature conditions are examined. Any relaxation time 
effects have bocn negleotea - i.e., the gas is assuud to be in the 
thermodynamic equilibrium ard no attempt has been made to allw for shook 
attenuation 

2 Details of oalculatian* 

Two sets of initial conditions were chosen:- 

(i) P, =$ atm I 1.47 p.s.i. T, = 290% 

p, = 0.000235 slugs/au ft H, = 3.124 x IO6 ft lb/slug 

(ii) P, = &j ntm = 0.147 p.s.l. T, = 290% 

p, = 0.0000235 slugs/au ft H, = 3.124 x ,06 ft lb/slug. 

2.1 Conditions behind the shook 

Conditions behind a normal shock were found by a method similer to 
thatgivenbyBird. The main &ifYerence arose YI the tiealment of the 
equation 

H2 - Hl = 6(P2-Pi) ;+; 
( > 

to obtain p2. The presentation of the data in the new tables' tie it 
more convenient to proceed as follows (than to follow the sequence 
aesoribea by B&d'):- 

(i) Givon H I' p, anc3 PI' 

(ii) Choose a value of T2. 

(Ui) Plot (II2 - H,) and & (P2 - P,) against p2 frcnn 

the tables'. The point of interseotion of the two curves 
gives 'p L 

2 

(iv) Read off the oorrespondjng P2, H2 ad S2 frathe tables for 
the chosen T2. 

(v) Repeat the prooess for other values of T2. 

* See list of symbols for aefinitions, p3ge Ii. 
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Ms and 9 were fauna from 

M; = p2 -pl 

21 
a12 PI p,-$ ( > 

derivedfran the momcn+xmand energy equations, and 

u2 
PI 

= a1 Ms ' - p2 ( > continuity. 

The stagnation temperature and pressure (defined as those obtained by 
bringing the shock ccmprcssed air in region 2 isen+zopioally to rest) were 
interpolated frcnn the tables by oaloulating the stagnation enthalpy 

"2 
2 

H2st 
= H2+2 

and Iwvhg alcmg the isentrope S2 until this value was reacheb 

These calculations enabled oonditions behind the shook to be plotted 
against shook Macb number Ms and the results are shown inFigs. to8 
inclusive. 

2.2 Shook tube perforzmnoe - 

The shock tube perforrnsnoe ~99 oalodated for eaoh set of initial oon- 
ditions assuming. the driver gas to be ideal bydxogen (y 
pressure P 
frcm 290% % 

of 1000 atmospheres and various tempera&e: I*") at a 
0 5,OOQcK. 

T4 r- 
Again a graphical solutiod was employed 

plotted against IQ from the previous oalouldions (section 2.1). 
plotted against uj on the same graph, using the unsteady isentropio expan- 
sion relations 

v 

3 2 ,$ 
.@4 

0 

Y -1 

a3 
= It 

3 -+3 

(see for example ref.7). The point of intersection 13 the two uurves gives 
the shook tube solution P2 P P3 and u2 = u . 

3 
This enabled the shock strength that could be generated by each of two 

initial ~essure ratios P4/Pl to be plotted against driver temperature 

(Fig.9). A cross plot of P4/P, against Ms for a given T4 is presented 
in Fig.10. The additional real ati values were oaloulated at $ E 1 

assuming that P2/Pl is independent of PI (see Fig.2). 

2.3 Test conditions 

The test seojzion conditions in a non-refleoted type of’ ~rsonio shwk 
tube with a nozzle expansion ratio of 225 were oaloulated asmning steady 
isentropic flcm by solving the equations 
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A 
4 U2 A2 = P u A where L9 = 225 

cd Lo OD A2 
- continuity (1) 

H2 + 4 u2 
2 = H-+&u 2 

m = Hz 
st 

s2 = SW 

- ener@y 

- entropy (3) 

Knowzing all condition3 2, a T, is selected 30 thct p, LXYJ 
H can be read off the tables at the given S. Velooity u is cal- 

oLded fram equation (2) and the prduct p u is plotted zgainst T . 

This is repeated for a range of T m and. themv&e satiofying equation 71) 

picked off. The corresponding u and 2 are interpolated from tables 

whilst p, is caloulatea from eqLtion (I; P, follow3 from P = 
ZpRT. 

The test oonditions were plotted to a base of Ms (Fig.11). 

3 RcsLllts and discussion 

3.1 Real pas cffcots on flav aonditions bebind the shook 

The flow temperature T2 falls far below the ideal value (Fig.la) 
for shock streng#s Ms > 6. This is duetothelarge increases in 
specitio heat or heat oapaoity oaused by 

b" 

Ii 

excitation of vibrational modes 
dissociation 

: 
excitation of electrons 
ionisation. 

The approximate temperature bands inwhiah dissoai.dionandionisa- 
tion wcur are marked on the figure. Thus the flow tompe.?ziz.re in the 
region of the stagnationpointof amissile tiavellingNith twenty times 
the speed of sound at 100,000 ftwill be around 7,5C@lC instead of 
24,OOO% predioted by perfect gas theary. 

The oorresponding stagnation temperatures in region 2 are presented 
in F&lb. 

Fig.2 gives the pressure ratio P2/Pl aoross the shock, whioh 
closely follows the perfect gas law and is nearly independent of initial 
pressure PI. Fran the shook wave equations, 

p2 2 PI PI 2 'i;; = al i;; l-,Ms +I. 
( J 

p2 2p1. 2 F,or sti~ng shooks pz >> pl, SO that - cz a, r kids , which far 10~ 

pl 
temperatures T, bcocancs yMs2 (see Fig.2). 

1 
Henoc real 693 effects 

are expcctcd to be smalL 

The drop in temperature T2 and only slight variation in Fessure 
P2 imply an increased density in the real @s whiah is shown a3 the 
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density ratio p2/p, in Pig.3. The values are more than double the per- 

fect gss estimates and the kinks carrespond to dissociation and ionisation 
phenomena. 

The velocity behind the shock, u2, is similar for real and perfeot 
gases as expected from the continuity equation 

PI 

u2 = “’ MS ’ - p2 ( > 2 a Id 
1 s 

far large Ms. 

This aplrroximate relation is also marked on Fig.&. 

The real gas Nach number 1% (Fig.5) risos to above 3 as aoqared 
with the perfect gas asymptote of 1.89 due to the reduced T2 decreasing 
the speed of sound a2. The values of a2 (not given in the tables) 
have been calculated using ref.&where a2 = yP/p and in that report y 

is defined as Y = 
a log P 

( > a i0g p * 
S 

The most striking real gas effect is on stagnation pressures assuming 
isentropic compression in the region behind the shock (Flg.6). Far a shock 
Mach number of twenty, the real gas values are between ten and fifteen times 
the perfect values for the two cases considered. The reasans for the increase 
are (i) more energy is needed to produce a given Ms in real air thsn in a 
perfeot gas - this canbe seen from a comparison of the driving pressure 
ratios P,+/P, (Fig.10); (ii) the larger density p2 in the real gas case. 

These large stapticn pressures give sn indication of the reservoir con- 
ditions needed to generate high temperature flows. 

In Fig.7, the stagnation pressure ratio p2s& is plotted against 
stagnation temperature ratio T-&T, for both the single shock followed 

by steady isentropic compression, and steady isentropic flew. Curves for 
real and perfect gases are shown, The perfect gas relations are 

shock compression case 

and $t = p;-’ = (+f5 far steady isentrcpio 
flaw. 

Comparing the real gas curves, shock ocmpression to the same stagnation 
pressure Pzst gives szound three times the stagnation temperature that 

would be achieved isentropically. Conversely for a given Tzst the stag- 

nation pressure achieved is only one thousandth of that cbtained by steady 
isentropic compression. 
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Finally in Fig.8 the Reynolds nu&er per foot obtainable in region 2 
is plotted versus Ms. The shape of the curve refleots the density 
ohanges shoe plots of both I.Q ad ~2 against Xs .sre sensibly 
smooth. The theoretical values for visoositiy are taken frcrm "Thermo- 
dynamios and Physics of IdatterM by Rossini, p. 374 Table D.&b., and do 
not allow for the effects of dissooiatio~ 

3.2 Shocktube petiormanoe 

The shook strengths thatoanbe generatedbyperfeot dryhydrogenat 
1000 atmospheres andvsriaus temperatures sxe shown inFigs. 9 and10 and 
compared with the perfect gas solutions7 

The benefit of heating the driver gas is marked; at pressure ratios 
above Id the shock i&oh number is roughly doubled by heating the bydrogen 
to 2000°K. For example, tith dry hydrogen at I?& c 1000 atm and T4 P 

2COO%, shock strengths rising to Ms = 26 are possible in real air as 

the initial pressure P, is reduced to IO -2 ata 

Suoh a temperature can be attained by constant volume oodustion of 
a hydrogen-oxygen mixture, but this results in a wet driver gas af 
increased molecularweight. The speed of sound a,+ is thus reduced E& 

this reduction decreases Ms by comparison with the values shown on 

Pig.10. These effeots are more fury discussed in ref.6. 

Heating by electrioal discharge is also a possibility though the 
ii 

e 
is little data on the behaviour of 8fca at high pressures in hydrogen. 

3.3 Conditions after expansion 

The working section conditions with a nozzle af area ratio 225 are 
presented in Ri.g.ll. Althou& the test density, pressure snd velocity 
exe representative of high altitie hypersonio flight, the flow tempera- 
ture and hence Mach number are not. This result is obvious frcmn Fig.7, 
which shows how entirely different are the pressure-temperature relations 
for shook oompression and isentropio expandon. With the low ohanne 

pressures 
( pl 

I 
=5 ma +j atm 

> 
oonsidered here, there are two 

possible sets of test ocmditicms: 

(i) carrect pressures, but high flow temperatures; 

(ii) correct temperatures, but very low pressures, 

The second, alternative requires extremely large nozzle expansion 
ratios and it wil1. be difficult to avoid slip fluff. The remedy is to use 
higher values of P, or ideally, compression and expansion processes 
having szimilar aessure temperature relations. The oonolusion is that 
far the conditions oonsidered here, aomplete sinnilation is only possible 
at extreme altitudes. 
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4 Flight simulation at h3rpersonic speeds 

Consider hypersonic flight at 90,000 ft. The relevant atmospheric 
datalh are P = 0.017 atm, T = 218oK, p = 5.44 x10-5 slugs/cu ft ad 
no dissociatxon or ionisation. Obviously, if a full scale mcdelof al.1 or 
part of a vehicle can be tested in a stream of undissociated air with the 
above flmcoditians sndatthe cmrectvelccity, then simulationis cam- 
plete (the modelwoul.dhave to be peheatedif equLLibriumtemperatu.ve 
oorditions are needed, since the testing time is so shad). Limiting the 
discussion to shcck oommessim and isentro~ia expansion of real air the 
following table -be &piled:- 

- - 

I- 

- 

(1) 
- 

(2) 

- 

(3) 
- 

(4) 

- 

(5) 

- 

(6) 

- 

(7) 

- 

(81 

- 

(91 

- 

T2st 
Real gas stagnation temp. 
l~rm Fk.lb - extrap01atirg 
ior P, = 1 awn 1,310 

n, 

T2 
St 

4 

Read ofi Pi&lb usi~‘.~ row (1) 3.2 

T1 = 290% . 4.5 

I I 

p2 
St 

Pl 

P2 
St 

P m 

mm the SbacJc oompression 
cm% or F16.7. Extr’apOlate 
for P, = 1 am 53 

horn steady Isentropic flcm 
cu*e 0r Flg.7. Extm&mate 
Ior P, - 1 am WI 

Pl 
reauimd 

.m x 0.017 atm 0.6 ntm 
(5) 

p4 Fran Fl6.10 E3smirZ 
x'equIred T4 - 2,coo% 16 am 

40 

10 15 20 

4,530 10,ooo 17,600 

a 

4,303 s.7m 9r5m 

6.6 9.6 13 

Strictly, the values for M = 10, 15 and 20 need iteration for the correct 

PI but the object is mere; to 3nd.i.cate orders of magnitude. Asimilar 

calculation for s5mulation at an altitude of 18O,CC0 ft showed a rednotion 

of p1 
and P4 by a factor IO. Frcxn these figures, it 1s obvious that if 

complete simdation at the I-&her Maoh numbers is required then 

(i) the ohannelmst be pressurised; 

(ii) driving pressures till be very large; 

(iii) extremelybig expsnsionswillbe needed so that the testing 
of fairly large models is possible. 
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4.1 Blunt bodies 

Far same iw stigations, 
3 

Mach nwnber is sn unimportant parmeter. 
Kucsweg snd Wilson show that for blunt bodies, the locsl Mach nmbers 
around a ms~or part of the nose region are independent of flight Maoh 
nmbers above 5. The important quantities are loaal density and tempera- 
ture. Fig.12 shows the real and simulated conditions. If the relaxation 
distance is snail compared with the stend off distance then the gases in 
both cases will be in thd equiliidxm snd of similar chemistry. In 
particular at the stagnation point both M srd,#s are of less impor- 
tance that the flow chemistry. Fey and Riddell show that fox a stagna- 
tionpoint boundary layer in thermd equilzibrium the in&x&ant quantities 
are stagnation enthslpy end density. These osn readily be simulated~in 
the shook tube udthout expanding the flow. If,hcwever, the layer hasnot 
reached equililriwn, the.re can be scale effects which make complete simu- 
lation more difficult. 

4.2 Slender bodies 

Slendm body results should theoretioally correlate on the parameter 

(M3 <C)/ 5 if the lesding edge is sharp, but the experimental wark of 

Bogdonoff and Hammitt" and the mere recent thecry of Lees 12, have shone 
the extreme impartance of the leading edge. In reaLiCy no edge is sharp 
and the body pressures seem to depend on the leading edge thictiess and 
shockwave shape. It is possible to simulate conditions at the edge 
correctly snd the shock wave shape dters very little at M, > IO. 

Mareover a oonsiderable portion of the ms that enters the boundary layer 
has crossed a near ncrmel detached shook at the leading edge and so may 
have the ccrrsct flow properties. What will oertazidy be wrong is the 
transverse temperature gradient betireen the edges of the boundary layer 
and the shock wave at stations well downstream from t& nose, unless M 
is correotly simulates. a) 

The various~s of using a shooktunnelshowing simulatedcorditions 
an13 the carresponding difficulties are tshulated below. 

The flow characteristics are 

p, ps,, p> pst> T, Tsts u, M, Re, H 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 IO 
, 

/Table 
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TypeofTLlbe Initial Corditicms Quantities Simulated Difficulties 
I I I 

L%lKthvnm21e; Basic tube plus 
large expansim 
to the correot pl 

> 1 atm I-IO inol. long siarting 

BII 
time; very 

m high P& 

Basiotube Adjust for 2,4,6,7,9,$0. Smrll model - 
desired 4 + 10 Flew at the stag- oouldusea 

nation point smalleqansion 
to avoid this 

Basic tube plus Vary P, for 
expansion to 

w,6,7,9,~0~ 
range of g Flo8 around the 

Id ,=5 nose ofbluntbcdies 

I 
Basio tube plus Lm Ms 
expansion to 

1,3,8,9. Xo real BY air, 
gas effects overate .5ust I 

Mm=10 art.0 :, low 2 
correct value pj 

aioveaG 
liquefaction 
temperature 

5 Conolusions 

(i) For the conditions considered in this report the real gas effects 
on pressure and velocity bekind the shook are small. 

(ii) The real gas effeots on density, temperature, Mach nuder end 
particularly on stagnation pressure, are markeb 

(iii) For a hydrogen-driv+,ng-air shock tube the shock s?ength M, 
is reduced by 5-l@ at a given pressure ratio P&/P, due to 
real gas effects. 

(iv) There is a marked increase U-I the shock strength if the driver 
gas is heated, 

(v) Complete simulation of flight conditions in a shook tunnel is 
very difficult, basically because of the dissimilar compression 
and expansion cycles used to generate the flow, and a pressurised 
channelwillusual.ly be needed. Ccmplete szimdatian of the flow 
near the stagnation point is however n~ch simpler. 
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